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Nonlinearity of a metamaterial arising from diode insertions into resonant conductive elements

M. Lapine,* M. Gorkunov,† and K. H. Ringhofer‡

Department of Physics, University of Osnabru¨ck, 49090 Osnabru¨ck, Germany
~Received 23 October 2002; published 13 June 2003!

We consider a possibility to create a metamaterial with nonlinear magnetic response in the microwave
frequency range. Such a metamaterial is a regular periodic three-dimensional-array of resonant conductive
elements with diodes as nonlinear insertions. We calculate the arising quadratic nonlinear susceptibility and
show how it is controlled by the properties and arrangement of the structure elements as well as by the type and
characteristics of the diode. We discuss the requirements for the diode necessary to optimize the nonlinear
response of the proposed metamaterial.
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Increasing attention paid to metamaterials during the
several years is to a great extent motivated by growing in
est to the microwave range in electromagnetics. Advance
the microwave technology imply the development of the m
dia suitable for manipulations with microwaves. Metama
rials, being artificial structures, arranged as regular array
identical conductive elements or sets of elements, are lik
to be particularly useful in this area.

One of the possible applications of metamaterials is c
cerned with the realization of media with negative refract
index, the idea of which first appeared in the early paper
Veselago@1#. Whereas such media are not available in n
ture, metamaterials were appropriate for the demonstratio
the negative refraction phenomena@2,3#. In practice,
metamaterials with negative refraction index could prov
numerous unusual applications, such as high precision fo
ing @4,5#, mirrorless phase compensation, cavity resona
with arbitrary size @6#. Apart from negative refraction
metamaterials were suggested for magnetoinductive wa
guidance@7# or microwave phase conjugation@8#.

In most cases the size of the structural element is of
order of few millimeters, much smaller than the waveleng
of microwaves~several centimeters and more!. Then, the re-
sponse of metamaterials to microwaves can be describe
macroscopic permittivity and permeability. We have demo
strated this with a linear theory of the magnetic response,
an example, of a metastructure assembled as a regular la
of circular resonant conductive elements@9#. The developed
theory has much in common with the standard methods
analysis of condensed matter optical properties@10–12#. The
drastically distinct scale, however, shifts the operating ra
for metamaterials to microwaves. An important advantag
that the properties of the whole metastructure can be dire
controlled by adjusting the characteristics of individu
elements—an option, not available in optical crystals.
have shown that surroundings influence leads to a signifi
shift of the resonance frequency of the linear permeab
from the resonance of a single element.
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In this paper, we would like to generalize the approa
and to consider a metamaterial organized as a th
dimensional~3D! array of arbitrary flat resonant conductiv
elements~RCE!, which can be represented by linear co
tours. This representation is appropriate not only for
simple resonant elements we discussed@7,9#, but also, e.g.,
for prominent@13–15# split ring resonators, as these can
represented by an effective contour, provided that the wi
of the stripes is small enough compared to the element
@16,17#. If the dimensions of the contour are smaller than t
wavelength, then the linear current is the same along
contour line, and the element can be characterized with
fective resistanceR, inductanceL, and capacitanceC. These
parameters can be either estimated theoretically like in R
@9# or evaluated experimentally@14#. Then, the linear re-
sponse of the element to the external periodic electromo
force ~emf! at frequency v is described by the self
impedanceZ(v)5R2 ivL1 i (vC)21.

Following the analogy between metamaterials and cr
tals, we expect that numerous nonlinear phenomena kn
in optics can be observed in metamaterials if the respons
the structure elements is nonlinear. In Ref.@8#, it was sug-
gested to construct an artificial nonlinear medium from
poles with nonlinear inclusions. We propose to create a m
netic nonlinear metamaterial by inserting a diode into ea
RCE. We show how the nonlinear voltage-current charac
istic of the diode provides nonlinearity to the response of
metamaterial. The arising multiwave interactions allow
affect the wave propagation directly in a convenient ‘‘a
optical’’ manner, i.e., without conversion into electronic si
nals. We find that the resulting macroscopic susceptibi
depends not only on the single element’s susceptibility
also contains renormalization factors determined by the
ear response of the material at the frequencies of the in
acting waves.

At the first step, we analyze an RCE with a diode. The
current-voltage characteristic of a diode in the case of w
nonlinearity is often approximated by

I 5
1

RD
~U1gU2!, ~1!

whereI is the current through the diode to which the volta
U is applied,RD is the diode’s ohmic resistance, andg is a

ki
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parameter standing for the nonlinearity. Here, the volta
should be much smaller thanŨ;1/g.

In the ac case, it is necessary to account for freque
dispersion, which is easier to do if one deals with Four
components. Accordingly, we substitute all the time dep
dencies by sums of monochromatic components, so that,
the time dependence of the current isI (t)5(nI (vn)e2 ivnt,
n561,62, . . . , where we use the notation withv2n[
2vn , I (v2n)[I * (vn), which includes automatically the
complex conjugates.

Due to the nonlinear term in Eq.~1!, Fourier components
at combinational frequencies will be coupled. Keeping up
bilinear in I terms, we can represent the voltage-current ch
acteristic as the following:

U~vn!5Z~vn!I ~vn!1
1

2 (
h

g~vn ;vh ,vn2vh!

3Z~vn2vh!Z~vh!I ~vn2vh!I ~vh!, ~2!

whereg(vn ;vh ,vn2vh) is generally complex andZ(v) is
the linear impedance of the diode, i.e.,Z→RD at v→0.

When the diode is inserted into the RCE, the respons
the whole element depends on the particular position
connections. However, for the reasonable arrangement
element with the diode can be still described by linear c
tour. If the nonlinearity is weak, the current in the RCE w
diode under the action of external emf is determined by

Z~v!I ~v!1U (2)~v!5E~v!, ~3!

U (2)~v!5
1

2 (
h

z~vn ;vh ,vn2vh!I ~vn2vh!I ~vh!,

~4!

whereU (2) is the nonlinear part of the response. Here, for
ease of notation, we include the linear characteristics of
diode ~resistance and capacitance! into the linear impedance
of the RCE Z(v), whereas nonlinear properties are d
scribed by the parameterz, which generally depends on th
diode characteristics (g and Z) as well as on the way o
insertion. For example, if the diode is inserted in series i
a split conductive ring,

z~vn ;vh ,vy!5g~vn ;vh ,vy!Z~vy!Z~vh!. ~5!

Now we are ready with the single RCE’s response.
Considering the electromagnetic wave interaction with

metastructure, we assume that the response is formed
distances much smaller than the wavelength. The co
sponding quasistatic limit allows us to separate magnetic
electric effects, so that only the magnetic field affects
magnetization of the metamaterial, defining the permeabi
At this scale, we can also neglect the inhomogeneity of m
netization and averaged fields, and the problem is reduce
the behavior of a RCE array in an external homogene
oscillating magnetic field@9#.

We suppose that all the RCE’s lie in parallel planes n
mal to z axis, forming an infinite regular spatial lattice suc
that each RCE has the same surroundings. For this arra
06560
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ment, onlyz components of magnetic fields andzz andzzz
components of the magnetic susceptibility tensors are imp
tant. Further, we omit all appearingz, zz, andzzz indices.

We assume that the mutual interaction of the struct
elementsk andk8 ~the running indices of the RCE’s! is de-
scribed by mutual impedancesZkk8(v). Then, with the help
of the multi-impedance matrix and using Eq.~3!, one can
write the following system of equations:

Z~v!I k~v!1 (
k8Þk

Zkk8~v!I k8~v!1Uk
(2)~v!5Ek~v!,

~6!

whereEk is the external emf induced in thekth element.
Obviously, in the homogeneous infinite medium under

action of the homogeneous varying fieldH0, all the RCEs
are in the same situation. Therefore, the same emf

E~v!5 im0SvH0~v! ~7!

~whereS is the area surrounded by the flat contour equival
to the RCE! is induced and all the currents are equ
I k(v)5I (v). Then, the system~6! is reduced to the equatio

FZ~v!1 (
k8Þk

Zkk8~v!G I ~v!1U (2)~v!5E~v!. ~8!

The mutual impedance of the RCE’s is represented by
mutual inductance. In the limit of an infinitely thin wire, it i
given by the double integral along the contours:

Zkk8~v!52 iv
m0

4pE E ~dlk•dlk8!

usk2sk8u
, ~9!

wheres is the radius vector of that point of the contour whe
dl is taken. From the form of Eq.~9!, it is clear that the sum
of the matrix elements in Eq.~8! can be represented a
(k8ÞkZkk8(v)52 ivm0rS, where r is some characteristic
dimension of the RCE andS is the dimensionless paramet
which depends only on the geometry of the RCE arran
ment in the metastructure and can be calculated numeric
For example, for simple split rings,r is the radius of a ring
and the value ofS is of the order of 1–10 for typical lattice
@9#. For the rings, we have shown that although the infin
summation is implied inS, in fact, the summation over a
finite and relatively small number of rings is sufficient,
further increase in the number of rings taken into acco
does not influence the result. This fact is in accordance w
the local response principle, and we can safely assume
the response is formed within the distance of several lat
constants for more complicated RCE’s as well.

Now we can denote all the impedances involved
ZS(v)5Z(v)1(k8ÞkZkk8(v). Note that it can be further
written asZS(v)5R2 ivLS1 i (vC)21, if we combine the
mutual and self-inductances intoLS5L1m0rS. Writing
now Eq. ~8! for multiple frequencies, with the help of Eq
~3!, we obtain
1-2
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ZS~vn!I ~vn!5E~vn!1
1

2 (
h

z~vn ;vh ,vn2vh!

3I ~vn2vh!I ~vh!. ~10!

The system~10! shows that the current component at ea
frequency is determined not only by the emf at that f
quency but also by the current components induced at
other frequencies, so that a three-wave interaction occ
Accordingly, we consider belowv1 , v2, andv3, such that
v11v25v3. Then, from Eq.~10!, we get for the current
induced atv3

ZS~v3!I ~v3!5E~v3!1z~v3 ;v1 ,v2!I ~v1!I ~v2!.
~11!

For the linear inz approximation, we can substituteI (v2)
and I (v1) in the right-hand side of Eq.~11! for the expres-
sions, obtained from Eq.~10! written for v1 , v2, neglecting
the terms withz. Then, we can expressI (v3) via E(v1),
E(v2), andE(v3). This allows us to calculate the magne
zation M (v3) of the metamaterial as the magnetic mome
density M (v)5nSI(v), wheren is the volume density of
the RCE’s. Taking Eq.~7! into account, then we obtain

M ~v3!5
inm0S2v3

ZS~v3!
H0~v3!

2
z~v3 ;v1 ,v2!nm0

2S3v1v2

ZS~v3!ZS~v2!ZS~v1!
H0~v1!H0~v2!.

~12!

The macroscopic induction is proportional to the spatia
averaged microscopic magnetic fieldB5m0^Hmic&. Corre-
sponding volume integration gives generallyB5m0(H0
1 2

3 M ), notwithstanding the structure element’s peculiarit
@9#. With the general definitionB5m0(H1M ), we can ex-
pressH5H02 1

3 M . Using this relation, we can solve Eq
~12! for M (v3). In the linear approximation, we obtai
M (v3)5xM(v3)H(v3), where the factor

xM~v!5m0nS2vS 1

vC
2vLS2

1

3
m0nS2v2 iRD 21

~13!

stands for the linear part of the magnetic susceptibility. T
is in agreement with the results of Ref.@9#, wherexM(v)
was shown to have a general resonance form with the r
nance frequency

v r5v0S LS

L
1

1

3

m0nS2

L D 21/2

, ~14!

which depends viaS in LS on the lattice parameters. Her
v05(LC)21/2 is the resonance frequency of a single RCE

Returning to the first order nonlinear consideration a
keeping the terms linear inz, we express finallyM (v3) in a
form that is analogous to the polarization of a medium w
quadratic dielectric nonlinearity:
06560
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M ~v3!5xM~v3!H~v3!1xM
(2)~v3 ;v1 ,v2!H~v1!H~v2!

~15!

with the quadratic nonlinear susceptibility

xM
(2)~v3 ;v1 ,v2!

5
z~v3 ;v1 ,v2!

im0S3v3

n22xM~v1!xM~v2!xM~v3!.

~16!

Therefore, in spite of the completely different physical bac
ground, one can deal with the nonlinear interaction of el
tromagnetic waves in the proposed metamaterial using
well-developed apparatus of the nonlinear optics. The g
eral symmetry of Maxwell equations with respect to t
magnetic field—electric field transposition allows us to e
pect that the whole variety of known nonlinear optical pr
cesses can have corresponding analoges in metamateria

Analyzing the structure of Eq.~16!, it is easy to notie that
the first factor is completely determined by the single e
ment properties. Its multiplication with the linear suscep
bilities taken at the frequencies of interacting waves p
forms a kind of renormalization and can be treated as
result of the influence of the surroundings. This kind
renormalization appears, for instance, in the derivation
nonlinear dielectric susceptibility in optical materia
@18,19#. Similar to the optical nonlinearity, the nonlinearit
of the magnetic metamaterial increases resonantly as on
the frequencies involved approaches the resonance of the
ear susceptibility.

To estimate the macroscopic characteristics of the non
ear metamaterial of the presented type, we consider an
ample of metastructure based on split rings with radiusr 0
52 mm and wire diameter 0.1 mm, arranged with the d
sity n;r 0

23. Among numerous diode types, backward diod
were reported to possess the best sensitivity and the hig
nonlinearity@20,21#. Such a diode insertion having the sam
cross section as the wire is characterized@21# by g
'30 V21 and Z'RD'1 V. Although diodes might allow
for higher nonlinearity, Eq.~2! is valid only under the as-
sumption that the nonlinear contribution is much smal
than the linear one. These become comparable when the
rent reaches characteristic valueĨ (v);(ugZ(v)u)21.
Therefore, the magnetization should not exceedM̃ (v)
5nSĨ(v), and, accordingly, the magnetic field in th
metamaterial must be lower thanH̃(v)5M̃ (v)/xM(v). As-
suming that the pumping frequency isv1 and H(v1)
;H̃(v1), and using Eq.~5!, we can estimate the maxima
amplitude of the nonlinear modulation of the magnetic s
ceptibility as

xM
(2)~v3 ;v1 ,v2!H~v1!;

Z~v2!

m0nS2v3

xM~v2!xM~v3!.

~17!
1-3
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For frequencies not close to the resonance, we can esti
xM(v2)xM(v3);0.1, which provides a noticeable nonline
contribution of the order of xM

(2)(v3 ;v1 ,v2)H(v1)
;0.001, with the pumping field limited by about 10 A/m.

The nonlinearity can be further enhanced by either
creasing the diode cross section~that raisesZ) or choosing
the frequencies closer to the resonance. However, bot
these ways are accompanied by the increase of dissipa
losses in the media. For practical purposes, one has to en
that the losses do not exceed the nonlinear contribution
remain in the transparency region Re„xM(v)…
@Im„xM(v)…, the conditionu12v r

2/v2u@RD /vL must be
fulfilled ~the overall ohmic resistanceR of the whole element
is build mostly by the diode resistanceRD). Then, the figure
of merit for this metastructure takes a simple form

xM
(2)~v3 ;v1 ,v2!H~v1!

Im„xM~v3!…
;

uZ~v2!u
RD

12v r
2/v3

2

12v r
2/v2

2
, ~18!

and its larger values are favorable. This relation shows
choosing one of the frequencies closer to the resonance
can win in the parameters at one frequency, but inevita
loose at the other. The ratio~18! appears to be independent
the diode cross section. Nonlinearity and losses grow equ
as the diode gets smaller.

Therefore, the only way to improve the ratio~18! signifi-
cantly is to increase the ratiouZ(v)u/RD . As in backward
diodes, the linear impedance is mostly concerned with
r,

n

r,

l.

er,

-
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ohmic losses,uZ(v)u;RD , their usage can be limited by
significant damping. Certainly, applying higher pumpin
fields will provide higher nonlinear contribution. Howeve
high nonlinearity would make the susceptibility expansion
the form~15! inapplicable, and the corresponding analysis
beyond the approach followed in this paper.

A promising opportunity is offered by varactors@22#. For
varactors, the capacitive impedance can be much higher
the resistance and it is only necessary to ensure that
condition is fulfilled in the desired frequency range.

In summary, we have demonstrated that with the help
simple electronic components, it is possible to construc
metamaterial which possesses nonlinear response. We
shown how the macroscopic properties of this material
be controlled by the characteristics of the structure eleme
their arrangement, and the properties of nonlinear insertio
This encourages us to expect that various processes, kn
in nonlinear optics, can be performed in the microwa
range with the help of the proposed metamaterial.
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